
SAM
You’re not so shy. You’re very friendly.

WUG
Thank you, but that’s only because of this trick my 

therapist taught me. He said, “You have to imag-

ine that  all the strangers you meet are dominoes. 

Knock them down the instant you feel stressed.”

SAM
He seems somewhat unprofessional.

WUG
I thought that too, but it’s just a metaphor. Knock, 

as in push, is like get out of the situation with your 

dignity intact. Them, of course refers to the dom-

ino- people. Down, is a figure of speech to suggest 

putting them below me. The is an article, instant is 

a point in time, you is me, feel applies to the state of 

 having an emotion, and stressed is a state of being 

uncomfortable and pressured.
SAM

I’m still not following. I guess I just don’t get meta-

phors. Maybe if you phrase it like a simile.

WUG
People are like dominoes in my life.

SAM
I understand perfectly. Personally, I can’t see peo-

ple, so I can imagine they are anything. You, to me, 

take the shape of a flamingo.
WUG

Thank you. But you said that my personality disor-

der was relevant to my quirk.
SAM

Condition. Them, of course refers to the domino- 

people.
WUG

Please, let’s call it a quirk, it makes me feel more 

sane.

SAM

You simply can’t relate to people.

WUG
That’s not true. I have relatives.

SAM
You’re missing the point. You can be related to peo-

ple, but you can’t relate to people.

WUG
What’s the difference?SAM

One’s passive and one is active. You are passive, 

Wug. You strike me as one of those people that is 

always “being verbed.” You are never “verbing.”

WUG
I’ll “verb” all day long!SAM

And you tell yourself you “will verb.” “Will.” But you 

won’t. You’re too content with being passive. 

Did any of the great literary heroes get anywhere 

by being passive, Wug? Was Odysseus just “being 

Odysseus?” No, Odysseus sailed, fought, killed, won, because 

THAT is what moves the plot forward! 

Your plot won’t go anywhere if you stifle it with a 

static state of being.WUG
Thank you, but that’s only because of this trick my 

therapist taught me. He said, “You have to imag-

ine that  all the strangers you meet are dominoes. 

Knock them down the instant you feel stressed.”

SAM
He seems somewhat unprofessional.

WUG
I thought that too, but it’s just a metaphor. Knock, 

as in push, is like get out of the situation with your 

dignity intact. Them, of course refers to the dom-

ino- people. Down, is a figure of speech to suggest 

putting them below me. The is an article, instant is 

a point in time, you is me, feel applies to the state of 

 having an emotion, and stressed is a state of being 
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